Working Title (for joint project/thematic field of cooperation)/axis 1

Regional/urban governance and its impacts

Sketch of content

Comparative analysis of urban or regional governance (e.g. Mulhouse, Strasbourg, Karlsruhe, Freiburg, Basel) and its impacts on specified fields (e.g. mobility).

Next steps

1. Each participant elaborates maximum one page on (end of November):
   a. Overall research question
   b. Own interest + contribution
   c. Expertise
   d. Funding opportunities + deadline
   e. Keywords
2. Synthesis paper (enabler, mid. January)
3. Meeting (1st half of February)

Responsible person

Philippe Hamman (Strasbourg)

Members committed to working in the group

- Strasbourg: Philippe Hamman
- Basel: Paul Burger, Jens Köhrsen
- Freiburg: Benno Pokorný
- Mulhouse: Renaud Defiebre